
 

Code Breaking Challenges 
Check out the “Code Breaking - some background” doc for descriptions of the different 
types of ciphers/codes and how to decrypt them, and the “Code Breaking Tools” doc for 
some handy tools to help solve these.  
 

Challenge 1 
This message has been encoded using a simple Atbash cipher - can you figure it out?  

 

WRW BLF SVZI ZYLFG GSV IVHGZFIZMG LM GSV 
NLLM? TIVZG ULLW, ML ZGNLHKSVIV. 
 
 

Challenge 2 
These messages have been encoded using a Pigpen cipher - can you work out and solve 
the messages? 

 
 

 
 

Challenge 3 
This message has been encoded using a Caesar cipher, the key you need is the answer to 
the first part of Challenge 2 (above). Hint: the key is the number of places the alphabet has 
been shifted - try using the Caesar cipher wheel. 
 

MQDJ JE XUQH Q ZEAU QREKJ SEDIJHKSJYED? Y'C IJYBB 
MEHAYDW ED YJ. 
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Challenge 4 
I wonder what these dancing men are trying to tell you? 

 
 
Can you use the Dancing Men cipher to create a message to send back to the Day Zero 
team? 

 
 

Challenge 5 
These two messages have been encoded using a Transposition cipher. For each 
message, can you work out whether the whole text has been reversed, or was it 
reversed word by word? What do the messages say? 
 

1. STUNTSUJSTAHTTUBTEIDDNOMLALLANANOGNIOGTUOBATHGUOHTI 
 

2. EHT LEVOHS SAW A DNUORG GNIKAERB NOITNEVNI 
 

Challenge 6 
Can you solve this Vigenere encryption with the key word “First”? (You’ll need to check the 
Code Breaking Tools to find the encryption grid) 
 

BPRLB XBYWM JVKZY NJFFT HKZFN RJVJ 
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Challenge 7 
Can you solve these NASA Codes? (Send the Day Zero team a picture of what you found!) 

 
Hint: there are 323 characters in the code - what prime numbers can you find that multiply 
out to 323? They will be the size of your grid. 

 
Hint: there are 247 characters in this code - what prime numbers can you find that multiply 
out to 247? 
 
Can you make one up to send as a challenge to the Day Zero team? Remember, your grid 
should have width and height as prime numbers so we can figure it out. 
 

Challenge 8 
Have a go at this message in Morse Code (the “/” marks the space between words) 

 
.-- .... .- - / -.. --- / -.-- --- ..- / -.-. .- .-.. .-.. / 
.- / ... .... . . .--. / .-- .. - .... / -. --- / .-.. . --. 
... ..--.. / .- / -.-. .-.. --- ..- -.. .-.-.- 
 

Can you create one to send back to the Day Zero team? 

 

Challenge 9 
Can you make a Scytale by using a common object to wrap around? Perhaps a toilet paper 
or cling wrap roll would work? See if you can send 
a message to a friend this way. 
 
Send photos of your Scytale to the Day Zero team - 
we’d love to see how well they worked!  
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Code Breaking Challenges 
Use this table to record your solutions: 

Team Name: 

Challenge Solution: 

1  

2 Part 1) 

 Part 2) 

3  

4  

5 Part 1) 

 Part 2) 

6  

7 (check out the grids on the next page) 

8  

9 (don’t forget to send us a photo!) 
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Some grids (and spares) for Challenge 7: 
(Hint: these grids have more squares than you need - block out the ones you don’t need 
before you start so you don’t get confused!)  
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The big challenge: Murder in the Maths 
Department!  
A murder has been committed in the maths department!  A body has been discovered 
surrounded by mathematical objects and only the hardworking maths teachers were in 
school, doing long division sums for fun at the weekend.  So one of them must be the 
murderer!  
  
Your task, should you choose to accept it, is to find: 
1) the murderer 
2) the room 
3) the murder weapon 
Work quickly - who knows who could be next!  

Possible murder suspects: 
1) Mr Ibbett - who was wearing a white, T-shirt with 2 stripes and ripped jeans. 
2) Mrs Appleby - who was wearing a knee-length green skirt, white blouse and gold watch. 
3) Mr Ebbing - who was wearing a blue Adidas T-shirt with 3 stripes on the sleeves, 
Bermuda shorts and a baseball cap.  
4) Mrs Forrest - who was wearing a black and white pin-stripe suit with shiny black shoes. 
5) Mr Nell - who was wearing a blue knitted jumper with a picture of pi on the front, and 
brown cords.  

Possible rooms:  
1) The Canteen 
2) The Workshop 
3) Room 20 
4) Room 18 
5) Room 17 
6) Room 7 
  

Possible murder weapons: 
1) A wooden metre ruler 
2) A large metal stapler 
3) A dusty trundle wheel 
4) A sharp compass 
5) A large maths textbook 
6) An oversized calculator 
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Clue number 1: 

PDA NKKI PDA IQNZAN PKKG LHWYA 
EJ EO W JQIXAN. 
Hint:  Maybe some frequency analysis - have a think about one of the most common words 
in the English language - and a Caesar Cipher Wheel would help crack this Caesar Cipher?  

 

Clue number 2: 

Ht me ru ed er hr da ta po no ht ta ah sd rt pi se 
Hint: maybe letters could be swapped around somehow?  

 
Clue number 3: 

tcejbolatematonsawnopaewredrumeht 
Hint: This looks like it might be a transposition cipher...  
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Clue number 4: 

 

 

 
 

Clue number 5: 

 

1 0000 0 0101 0 00 000 01 1 0 1001 1 1000 111 
111 101 11 00 000 000 00 10 110 
Hint: I wonder how those 1s and 0s relate to the Morse Code above…? 
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Clue number 6: 

TRTURKCIURYPODUHOHRTPESMMPLNECIOE
DOLIABAEESRKSMMEOANNENOCILY 
 
Hint: Could splitting this into 4 lines of equal length help?  
  

Clue number 7 - MATHS is key to solving this: 

 
FHXTMDDXYWDWTZOQAKPFSTKVMEEKZ 
Hint - This looks like Vigenere encryption with key of “MATHS”!  Find M in the top row, now 
head down the M column until you find the F. follow this back along the row to the first 
column - what letter does this match up to? For the next letter, work down the “A” column, 
then down “T” for the third letter, then “H” for the 4th, and then “S” for the 5th. Now repeat - 
back to the “M” column for the 6th letter. 

 

Clue number 8: 

ʇɥǝ unɯqǝɹ oɟ sʇɹıdǝs ou ʇɥǝ ʇ sɥɹʇ ıs ɐu ǝʌǝu 
dɹıɯǝ unɯqǝɹ 
Hint: no hint for this one! I think you are getting pretty good at this! 
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The big challenge: Murder in the Maths 
Department! 
 
Use this table to record your solutions: 

Team Name: 

Clue: Solution: 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

 

Did you figure out: 
1) the murderer? 

 
 
2) the room? 

 
 
3) the murder weapon? 

 
 
Let the Day Zero team know what you discovered! 
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The even bigger challenge: Can you create some 
encrypted messages to send to your friends! 
 
Have a go at creating some messages using some of the different encryption methods. Can 
your friends figure them out? 
 
Make sure you send us photos of them looking confused (or really clever)! 
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